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Abstract 

In this work the Digital Light Processing (DLP) technique has been used for printing of magneto–

responsive polymeric materials with tunable mechanical and magnetic properties. Mechanical 

properties were tailored, from stiff to soft, by combining urethane-acrylate resins with butyl 

acrylate reactive diluent, while the magnetic response of the printed samples was tuned by 

changing the Fe3O4 nanoparticle loading up to 6 wt%. Following this strategy, we implement the 

DLP processes to fabricate magneto-responsive active components with programmable complex 

functions using external magnetic fields. Our approach has been demonstrated/validated by 

probing different kind of movements, such as the rolling, the translation, the stretching, the 

shapeshifting and the folding / unfolding, on a large panel of printed objects with varying stiffness 

and magnetic responses. 

1. Introduction 

 

Bringing the dynamics of the life into unanimated objects is the new realm of the additive 

manufacturing. This novel mindset is called “4D printing” and aims at using advanced materials 

responding to the influence of external stimuli or energy to program the actions of the printed 

object (1-4). So far, different stimuli-responsive materials – e.g. electroactive polymers (5-7), 

hydrogels (8-11) and nanocomposites (12-15)- have been investigated for a broad variety of 

applications spanning from micro and soft robotics (10, 16-18) to biomedicine (19-22). Among 

the different strategies, an accessible pathway to fabricate stimuli-responsive (4D) printed objects 

is to fabricate a magnetic-responsive material by loading the polymeric matrix with magnetic 

fillers, as magnetite (Fe3O4) or neodymium-iron-boron (NdFeB) particles (24-30). In the wake of 

this idea, so far Direct Ink Writing (DIW) and Fused Filament Fabrication (FFF) have been used 



to fabricate fast responding actuators (23, 31, 32), inks containing high load of magnetic fillers 

(33) and 2D planar structures exploiting folding and unfolding processes (34). However, both DIW 

and FFF present limitations in term of detail resolution of the final object, dispersion of the fillers 

– that may lead to a non-homogeneous magnetic response- and processing temperature (35). For 

the latter, these drawbacks can, in principle, be avoided by using additives to decrease the 

processing temperature. However, this approach drastically impacts on the mechanical 

performances of the printed devices (33).  

 

An alternative to DIW and FFF approaches is the Digital Light Processing (DLP) technique. This 

vat polymerization 3D printing technology involves the use of photosensitive (liquid) resins which 

are able to cure (solidify) upon irradiation with a suitable light source. In the DLP, a digital light 

projector (micro-mirror device) illuminates a photocurable resin with a two-dimensional pixel 

pattern allowing the curing of single slice of the 3D object (36, 37,38). The use of the DLP 

technique allows to overcome the aforementioned drawbacks associated to DIW and FFF. Indeed, 

i) the printing resolution in DLP is related to the pixel dimension and it is generally higher than 

that of DIW and FFF, (39, 40), ii) as in DLP a liquid formulation is used, the dispersion of the 

fillers is easier to control, and iii) the fabrication process generally occurs at room temperature. 

Nevertheless, two main precautions must be taken into account: first, fillers and photoinitiators 

compete in absorbing the incident radiation, thus increasing the loading content of nanoparticles 

may affect the photopolymerization process. Second, to print an object which responds 

homogeneously to an external input, the dispersion of the fillers must be stable for the whole 

printing procedure, thus macroscopic sedimentation, segregation and spatial inhomogeneities must 

be avoided. 



Recently, some works have been published on the use of DLP to print magnetic nanocomposite 

materials. Among them Martin at al., (43), demonstrated the possibility to print bioinspired 

reinforced materials controlling the orientation of alumina platelets decorated with magnetite 

nanoparticles, while Ji and coworkers showed the possibility to print multilayered magnetic soft-

actuators containing 1 wt.% of magnetite nanoparticles (44). 

 

Following this strategy, in this work we applied DLP technology to fabricate magnetic responsive 

soft objects with programmable complex functions, and magneto-responsive active components, 

(23). The desired mechanical properties and the functional response of the object is obtained by 

optimizing the photocurable formulation both in terms of reactivity and mechanical properties. 

This is based on our previous knowledge in printing polymer nanocomposites containing 

nanostructures (see e.g. 41, 42). In particular, mechanical response of the printed polymeric matrix 

is tailored from stiff to a flexible material by combining urethane-acrylated resins with butyl 

acrylate employed as reactive diluent. Using optimized formulations and a visible light as a 

photocuring source, we were able to load the resin up to 8% wt of magnetite nanoparticles. Finally, 

as a proof of concept, we fabricate a set of high resolution 3D objects with complex shapes whose 

movements can be controlled by the application of an external magnetic field. 

 

2. Experimental 

 

 

 

 



2.1 Materials 

Ebecryl 8232 (Eb), a urethane-acrylated resin was kindly provided by Allnex, butyl acrylate 

(BA) was purchased from Merck and added to Eb in several weight ratios as a reactive diluent. 

Phenylbis(2,4,6-trimethylbenzoyl)phosphine oxide (Merck) was added to the formulation as 

photoinitiator at 1 wt.% of the monomers. Spherical shape magnetite (Fe3O4) nanoparticles with 

nominal diameter ranging between 50-100 nm (98% purity) were purchased from Merck and used 

as received. 

 

2.2 Formulation preparation 

Several formulations were prepared varying the amount of the reactive diluent (BA) and the 

concentration of Fe3O4 nanoparticles (Table 1). BA was added to Ebecryl 8232 in three 

different weight concentration (0%, 25% and 50%), resulting in three different 

formulations named 100Eb, 75Eb25BA and 50Eb50BA, respectively. For each 

formulation, the concentration of the loaded Fe3O4 NPs was increased from 0 to 8 wt% 

relative to the amount of monomers. In the end, the photoinitiator was added to the 

formulation at 1 wt.% of monomers amount. Formulations were then stirred to homogenize 

the distribution of both photoinitiator and magnetite nanoparticles. Also, before printing, 

or any further characterization, formulations were sonicated for 10 minutes in order to both 

disaggregate particles and to improve their dispersion and to homogenize the photocurable 

resin. 



Table 1: Formulations’ composition(*). 

Sample Ebecryl 8232 

(wt.%) 

Butyl Acrylate 

(wt.%) 

Fe3O4 nanoparticles 

(wt.% of 

monomers) 

100Eb 100 / 0 

75Eb25BA 75 25 0 

75Eb25BA_2NPs 75 25 2 

75Eb25BA_4NPs 75 25 4 

75Eb25BA_6NPs 75 25 6 

75Eb25BA_8NPs 75 25 8 

50Eb50BA 50 50 0 

50Eb50BA_2NPs 50 50 2 

50Eb50BA_4NPs 50 50 4 

50Eb50BA_6NPs 50 50 6 

50Eb50BA_8NPs 50 50 8 

(*) all the formulations contained 1 wt% of the photoinitaitor with respect to the amount of monomer.  

 

2.3 3D-printed Sample preparation 

The formulations were 3D-printed using a RobotFactory HD 2.0 DLP printer equipped 

with a broad band projector emitting in the visible range, with 10 mW/cm2 of intensity and 

a nominal resolution of 50 μm in the x-y plane, while the maximum resolution in z direction 

was 10 μm. In order to improve the adhesion of the printed structures to the building 

platform, a base-layer depleted of Fe3O4 NPs was fabricated before the printing of the final 



object. After samples cleaning, specimens underwent a UV post-curing for 10 minutes, 

performed with a medium-pressure mercury lamp also provided by RobotFactory.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.4 Characterization 

FT-IR spectra were collected using a Nicolet 50 FT-IR (Thermo Scientific). Formulations 

were coated on a silicon wafer using a wire wound bar, the film thickness was 12 μm. 

Samples were irradiated for 0, 10, 20 and 30 s using a Hamamatsu LC8 visible lamp with 

a cut-off filter below 400 nm, at the intensity of 10 mW/cm2 and under nitrogen flux. The 

conversion ratio of the acrylic groups was investigated monitoring the decrease of double-

bond peak area at 1630-1650 cm-1 during irradiation normalized with the aromatic peak 

area (1505-1575 cm-1). 

Rheological tests were performed with an Anton Paar rheometer (Physica MCR 302). The 

gap between the plates was settled at 0.2 mm, and the shear rate was varied from 0.1 to 100 

1/s. The same instrument was also used to perform photo-reological tests. In this case the 

machine was equipped with a Hamamatsu LC8 lamp having a cut-off filter below 400 nm 

and an intensity of 10 mW/cm2. The gap between the plates was 0.2 mm, and, to stabilize 

the system, light was switched on after 60s. The tests were performed under constant 

temperature (25°C) and shear frequency (1 rad/s). 

Dynamic mechanical thermal analysis (DMTA) was performed with Triton Technology 

TTDMA. 3D printed samples were tested in strain control (0.02 mm of strain) with a 

frequency of 1Hz, from -50°C to 40°C with a ramp rate of 3°C/min. Parallelepiped-shape 

specimens (40x5x2 mm) were first 3D printed and tested. Glass Transition Temperature 



(Tg) were set as maximum of tan δ (= E’’/E’). Stress-strain tests were performed with the 

same equipment to investigate the mechanical properties of the material. For each 

formulation, four samples were tested at room temperature and with a load rate of 1 N/min. 

Optical microscopy images were taken with Olympus BX53 M microscope. The ocular 

lenses and the objective lenses were equipped with 10x magnification.  

Field emission scanning electron microscope (FESEM, Zeiss Supra 40) has been used to 

investigate the dispersion, distribution and agglomeration of magnetite NPs in 3D printed 

samples changing their concentration and the viscosity of the former formulations. The 

investigated surfaces were obtained by cryofracture of specimens.  

Room-temperature hysteresis loops of 3D printed samples were measured by means of a 

Vibrating Sample Magnetometer (VSM, Lakeshore 7400). The samples were mounted on 

a quartz sample-holder rod and submitted to a magnetic field (H) ranging in the interval -

17 kOe < H < 17 kOe. The magnetometer is routinely calibrated by means of a standard 

nickel sphere. 

 

3. Results and discussion 

 

3.1 Optimization of the photocurable resin containing magnetic nanofillers  

 

Magneto-responsive polymers are obtained by loading Ebecryl 8232 (100Eb) resin with Fe3O4 

nanofillers. Besides, a reactive diluent (butyl acrylate, BA) was added to tune the viscosity of the 

resins, the reactivity of the formulations towards light irradiation and the mechanical properties of 



the printed objects. As shown in Figure 1a, the addition of 25 wt% BA to pure Ebecryl 

(75Eb25BA), results in a decreasing of the viscosity by one order of magnitude, i.e. from 5.06 to 

0.18 Pa⋅s. This value is further reduced by another one order of magnitude when the concentration 

of BA is increased to 50 wt% (50Eb50BA), i.e. at 0.02 Pa⋅s. However, for higher concentration of 

BA the viscosity becomes so low that segregation/sedimentation effects makes the correspondent 

formulations instable and not suitable for our purposes. For all the formulations, the successive 

addition of magnetic nanofillers up to a concentration of 8 wt%, do not significantly affect the 

final viscosity (see Figure 1a). This unexpected result can be explained by considering the lubricant 

effect of spherical magnetite particles, which counterbalance the viscosity enhancement due to the 

fillers dispersion (33).  

 

 

Figure 1: a) Influence of BA and NPs on formulation’s viscosity. b) Double bond conversion VS 

irradiation time of 100Eb, 75Eb25BA and 50Eb50BA formulations. 

 

 



To guarantee the homogeneous response of the printed objects, magnetite NPs dispersed within 

the formulations must be stable during the overall printing process. Otherwise stated, 

sedimentation and agglomeration processes must be avoided. Thus, the temporal stability of the 

embedded nanofillers was investigated. As a general result, we obtain that all the formulations are 

stables, i.e. no sedimentation nor agglomeration of the nanofillers are observed, for at least 1h 

which is compatible with the printing process. As an example, in figure S1 (Supporting 

Information) we show the stability of the formulation 50Eb50BA_6NP, which presents the lowest 

viscosity and the maximum amount of loaded Fe3O4 nanofillers, i.e. 6% wt.  

 

Next, we evaluate the reactivity of the photopolymerization process of the Ebecryl formulations 

modified by the presence of the reactive diluent (BA) and the magnetic nanonfillers. In Figure 1b 

the double bonds conversions are reported as a function of irradiation time for different 

concentrations of the BA, i.e. 0 wt% (100Eb), 25 wt% (75Eb25BA), and 50 wt% (50Eb350BA). 

The corresponding collected spectra are reported in Supporting Information (Figure S2-S4). The 

pristine Ebecryl resin (100Eb) shows an overall double bond conversion of about 80% after 20 

sec. The 75Eb25BA formulation reaches about 95% and it is accompanied by an enhancement of 

photopolymerization rate. This phenomenon, also known as viscosity effect (38, 45), is associated 

to the presence of a low viscous reactive diluent that postpones the gelation point, which in turn 

accelerates the polymerization kinetics and increases the double bond conversions. However, when 

the BA content is further increased up to 50 wt%, not significant effects are visible, Figure 1b. Due 

to the higher reactivity, only the formulations containing BA are considered for the following 

investigations. 

 



 

The influence of magnetic nanofillers (up to 8 wt%) on the polymerization process was evaluated 

by photorheology tests, by following the evolution of the storage moduli with the irradiation time. 

This is shown in Figure 2a-b for the 75Eb25BA formulation and in Figure 2c-d for the 50Eb50BA 

formulation. In agreement with FT-IR measurements, no appreciable differences between 

75Eb25BA and 50Eb50BA formulations (without NPs) were observed. Indeed, in both cases, a 

fast photopolymerization process takes place as soon as the light is switched on. On the other hand, 

the addition of Fe3O4 nanoparticles causes in both the mixtures a slight delay in 

photopolymerization (see magnification of the starting point, Figure 2b and Figure 2d), which 

scales with the concentration of the nanofillers. This effect can be explained by considering the 

existence of a competitive absorption between the photoinitiator and the nanopowders. The 

efficiency of the radical photo-initiator is described by two quantum yields: the quantum yields of 

initiation, which represents the number of activated polymeric chains per absorbed photon, and 

the quantum yields of polymerization, which represents the number of monomer units polymerized 

per absorbed photon. (46-48) In presence of additional absorption sites, i.e. the ceramic nanofillers, 

the amount of the photons absorbed by the photoinitiator is reduced, which in turn leads to a 

decrease of the quantum yields and therefore to the slowing of the reaction kinetics. Despite the 

slight decrease of photoreactivity, we were able to increase the concentration of embedded 

nanofillers up to 8 wt%, a greater value compared to the literature. (44) This could be explained 

considering that magnetite NPs have a lower absorption coefficient in the visible range (about 

2x105 cm-1) than in UV-range (about 5x105 cm-1). (49) It is important to evidence that the 

parameters extrapolated from photorheology experiments cannot be directly used for 3D printing 



procedure (e.g. irradiation time vs gel point), however those measurements give us useful 

indication for optimizing the printing process.  

 

Figure 2: a) Photoreology tests performed on 75Eb25BA formulations. b) Zoom in during the 

first minutes of radiation of 75Eb25BA formulations. c) Photoreology tests performed on 

50Eb50BA formulations. d) Zoom in during the first minutes of radiation of 50Eb50BA 

formulations. 

 

 

 

 

 



3.2 3D-printing of the optimized photocurable formulation and material 

characterization 

 

First, to enhance the adhesion between the nanocomposite and the printing platform, a layer of 

polymer without nanofillers is pre-printed. Then, formulations containing Fe3O4 NPs at increasing 

concentrations, up to maximum of 8 wt.%., are processed setting the minimum thickness for each 

slice at 20 μm. The processing parameters are reported in Table 2. As expected, increasing the NPs 

content results in an increasing of the irradiation time, following an exponential law (Figure 3a 

and 3b). Dataset can be fitted by the equation: 

𝑦𝑦 = 𝐴𝐴 ∙ 𝑒𝑒𝑥𝑥 𝑡𝑡� + 𝑦𝑦0         (eq. 1) 

The fitted curves are used to extrapolate the processing time and to check if it is compatible with 

the DLP (maximum irradiation time per layer 20s). According to the interpolation curves, it could 

be possible to print nanocomposites with up to 12%wt of Fe3O4 NPs. Howere, taking into account 

that the mechanical resistance of the sample deteriorates with the NPs concentration (see Figure 

3c), we fixed the maximum amount of loaded magnetic nanofillers at 6 wt%.  

 



 

Figure 3: DLP processing parameters and their interpolation curves at several NPs concentrations 

of: a) 75Eb25BA formulation and b)50Eb50BA formulation. c): Elastic moduli trends when NPs 

concentrations is increased. 

 

Dynamic Mechanical Thermal Analysis (DMTA) is used to evaluate the thermo-mechanical 

properties of the 3D printed samples. The influence of BA and Fe3O4 NPs on the glass transition 

temperature (Tg) of the 3D printed samples was determined (Table 2). The tan δ curves are shown 

in Figures S5 e S6 in Supporting Information for the Eb75BA25 and Eb50BA50 formulations, 

respectively. On one hand, when BA is added to the photocurable formulations, the Tg of the cross-

linked material decreases. This softening effect is related to two phenomena: first a decrease of 



cross-linking density due to the presence of a monofunctional monomers, second to the low Tg 

(about -51 °C) of the polybutylacrylate (50). On the other hand, the Tg for the cross-linked material 

is observed to slightly decrease up to 4 wt.% of magnetite nanoparticles, above this value the 

reduction of Tg is more marked. At first glance, this behavior can be ascribed to both the reduction 

of double bond conversion, in turn related to the competitive absorption, and to the lubricating 

effect (51). 

 

Mechanical properties of the printed samples were evaluated by performing stress-strain tests on 

the printed objects using the 100Eb samples for reference. For the formulations without nanofillers, 

Figure 3c shows that the elastic modulus (E) decreases when BA is added, e.g. passing from 7 

MPa for 100Eb to 5.5 MPa for 75Eb25BA to 4.5 MPa for 50Eb50BA. For the nanocomposites, 

we observed a similar trend for both 75Eb25BA and 50EB50BA samples. In both formulations, 

that values of E slightly decrease up to 6 wt% of nanofillers. Above this value, a large drop of E 

was measured for 75Eb25BA samples. This is probably related to the defects produced during the 

manufacturing process. The sample 50Eb50BA_8NPs was not printable due to its poor mechanical 

properties. Thus, by considering both mechanical properties and printing limitations, we set at 6 

wt% the maximum concentration of nanofillers for the fabrication of our magneto-responsive 

polymers. 

 

 

 

 



Table 2: Process parameters and glass transition temperatures of all studied formulations. 

SAMPLE Slicing (μm) Base exposing 

time (s) 

Object exposing 

time (s) 

Tg (°C) 

100Eb 50 2.2 1.6 19.7 

100BA Not printable -51.6(50) 

75Eb25BA 50 2 1 4.3 

75Eb25BA_2NPs 20 2.9 1.6 3.1 

75Eb25BA_4NPs 20 4.4 2 3.3 

75Eb25BA_6NPs 20 5.8 2.4 1 

75Eb25BA_8NPs 20 9.5 3 -11 

50Eb50BA 50 2 1 -6.2 

50Eb50BA_2NPs 20 2.9 1.4 -8.4 

50Eb50BA_4NPs 20 4.2 1.8 -7 

50Eb50BA_6NPs 20 5.5 2.2 -10.7 

50Eb50BA_8NPs 20 9.5 3 Not measured 

 

The dispersion of the embedded magnetic nanoparticles is analyzed by optical and scanning 

electron (FESEM) microscopies (Figure 4). Optical analysis is performed on thin films, 12 µm 

thick, coated on a microscope slide by wire wound bar. FESEM images were taken on the cryo-

fractured surfaces of 3D printed samples. To study the influence of viscosity on NPs dispersion, 

four systems were investigated: 75Eb25BA_2NPs, 75Eb25BA_8NPs, 50Eb50BA_2NPs and 

50Eb50BA_6NPs. In all the samples but 50Eb50BA, a homogeneous distribution of magnetite 

nanoparticles was observed. For the latter, some aggregates are visible, probably due to the low 

viscosity of this system, which makes difficult the homogeneous dispersions of the nanofillers. 



 

Figure 4: Optical microscope images taken of 75Eb25BA_2NPs (a), 75Eb25BA_8NPs (b), 
50Eb50BA_2NPs (c) and 50Eb50BA_6NPs (d) formulations. On the inserts, FESEM images at 

different magnification values are reported.  

 

 

 

 



3.3 Magnetic properties of the 3D printed samples  

Room-temperature hysteresis loops are reported in Figures 5a and 5b for 75Eb25BA and 

50Eb50BA samples, respectively, for different nanofiller concentrations. The latter value has been 

estimated by TGA measurements, and shown in Figures S7 and S8 of Supporting Information. The 

magnetization (M) of the 3D printed nanocomposites is obtained by normalizing the magnetic 

moment to the sample mass. Magnetization curves display the same hysteretic and reversal 

behavior, fully compatible with Fe3O4 particles having 50-100 nm diameter and in multi-domain 

state. As expected, M increases with increasing Fe3O4 content independently from the matrix 

formulation. This behavior is confirmed in Figure 5c for the two samples (5Eb25BA squares and 

50Eb50BA circles) where a linear behavior between the value of M, taken at the maximum applied 

field (H = 17 kOe), and the nanoparticles concentration is observed. Besides, a coercivity value of 

~ 120 Oe has been recorded in all studied samples indicating that the magnetic volume coherently 

responding to an external magnetic field H is substantially equal in the two class of 3D polymers 

(52). This result suggests a homogeneous distribution of Fe3O4 nanoparticles in the polymer matrix 

with a small fraction of NP aggregates confirming the analysis of optical and electronic images. 

The magnetic force Fmag exerted on the magnetic polymer by applying an external magnetic field 

gradient to control the translation motion is given by:  

Fmag = MV∇H         (eq. 2) 

where M is magnetization, V is the sample volume and ∇H is the external field gradient. 

The hysteresis curve maps the magnetic response as a function of the external magnetic field and 

consequently allows to figure out the Fmag intensity for all studied polymer concentration. 

 

 



 

Figure 5. Room temperature hysteresis loops for (a) 75Eb25BA and (b) 50Eb50BA samples at 

different concentrations; evolution of magnetization (at H = 17 kOe) values for the 3D printed 

magnetic polymers (75Eb25BA squares and 50Eb50BA circles) as a function of Fe3O4 

nanoparticles concentration estimated by TGA measurements (dotted line is a guide to the eyes). 

 

 

 

 



3.4 3D Printing  

X-Y plane resolution was characterized by printing holes and pillars of progressively smaller 

dimensions (Figures 6a-c). Moreover, then more complex objects as honeycomb structures were 

printed to follow the CAD fidelity. Figures 6d-e shows that the printed object reproduces with 

good fidelity the CAD file. Thus we can state that the maximum resolution obtained for the highest 

loaded formulations is about 400 µm. At last, to demonstrate the good toughness and flexibility of 

the final material, we printed thin films, 500 μm thick, and we show that it was possible to bend 

and twist them without damaging, regardless BA and NPs concentration (Figure S9). 

 

 

Figure 6: a) CAD design of the object used in order to determine XY resolution on the 

photocurable resin. b) Image of the corresponding printed object. c) Detail of the hole taken by 



optical microscope: scale bar is 100 µm. d) Honeycomb structure CAD file with quotations. e) 

Lateral face of the printed object. f) Whole printed object.  g) Detail of the hexagons taken with 

optical microscope: scale bar is 100 µm. 

 

Finally, as a proof of concept, we print a set of 3D objects with complex shapes, whose movements 

can be controlled by applying an external magnetic field. In particular, several types of motion 

have been investigated: i) rolling, ii) translation, iii) stretching, iv) shape-shifting and v) 

folding/unfolding. Rolling and translation are the easiest motions to exploit as they are related 

neither to mechanical properties nor to the shape-shifting of the material but only by the movement 

of the object as a whole. Thus, in this case, the use of soft and flexible polymeric matrices is not a 

stringent condition, and the 75Eb25BA formulation, which gives stiffer objects, is perfectly 

suitable for our purposes. To study the rolling response to an external magnetic field, wheels 

(Figure 78a and Video S1) and spheres (Figure 8b 7b and Video S2) have been printed. We note 

that already at 2 wt.% of nanofiller content, wheels and spheres undergo a rolling motion which is 

controllable by changing the position of neodymium-iron-boron magnets, whose magnetic field 

was measured to be about 300 mT. On the other hand, to exploit the translation movement, a cone-

like feature was printed and placed in a tube filled with water (Figure 8c7c). As shown in video 

S3 in SI, the object can be remotely displaced by applying an external magnetic field. 



 

Figure 87: 75Eb25BA formulation is used to study rotation and translation movements. a) 

Printed wheels. b) Printed sphere. c) printed cone-like.  d) 50Eb50BA_6NPs flower which 

encloses itselfwhen exposed to a magnetic field. e) 2D structure composed of flexible and rigid 

elements able to create a 3D cube when exposed to a magnetic field. 

On the other hand, stretching, shape-shifting and folding/unfolding movements need that the 

printed material is somehow deformed, thus flexibility and softness, which are typical features of 

soft actuators, are mandatories. In order to produce soft actuators, 50Eb50BA formulation showing 

lower values of elastic modulus (Figure 3c), cross-linking densities, and glass transition 

temperatures (Table 2), is preferable to 75Eb25BA formulation, which gives instead stiffer printed 

objects. To study stretching movements, 50Eb50BA planar springs containing different 

concentrations of magnetite nanofillers have been printed. As shown in Video S4 and Video S5, 

when exposed to the same magnetic field (300 mT), the resin 50Eb50BA_6NPs (6 wt% of Fe2O3 

NPs) shows a larger deformation amplitude than the resin 50Eb50BA_2NPs (2 wt% of Fe2O3 NPs). 

This behavior has a twofold reason: on the one hand, the larger the load of magnetic nanoparticles, 



the larger the magnetization of the material and therefore the magnetic force between the printed 

item and the NdFeB magnets. On the other hand, as previously discussed, the softening of the 

material scales with the loading of nanofillers. Thus 50Eb50BA_6NPs materials will be more 

stretchable than 50Eb50BA_2NPs ones. Shapeshifting and folding/unfolding movements are 

investigated using 50Eb50BA_6NPs formulation as the printed material combines both high 

toughness and magneto-mechanical response. A flower has been printed to check shape-shifting 

movement. Figures 8d 7d and video S6 in SI) show the blossom-like behavior of the printed flower 

when exposed to the magnetic field. This example is interesting for several engineering 

applications such as clamps or holders, as well as for industrial design applications. (44) Finally, 

the combination of polymers bonded magnetic nanofillers and pristine polymer matrices (without 

magnetic elements) allows the fabrication of a planar structures capable to transform through 

folding/unfolding movements into a 3D cube (Figure 8e 7e and Video S7). Here, pristine polymer 

elements were insert into the magnetic structure to reinforce the walls of the cube during the 

folding/unfolding processes. 

 

Conclusions 

In this work we report on the fabrication of magneto-responsive nanocomposite polymers using 

the DLP 3D printing. Photocurable urethane-acrylate resins were loaded with Fe3O4 nanoparticles. 

Mechanical properties of magneto-responsive polymers were tailored, from stiff to soft, by 

combining urethane-acrylate resins with butyl acrylate reactive diluent, while the magnetic 

response of the samples was tuned by changing the nanoparticle loading. Besides, we showed that 

magnetic properties are not affected by the polymer formulation and that the magnetization of the 

sample is simply proportional to the NPs concentration. The developed formulations were suitable 



for 3D printing: he printed objects show high resolution details and fidelity compared to the CAD 

file, and we were able to print objects up to 6 wt.% of nano-magnetites. For high NPs 

concentration, i.e. 8 wt%, the competition between photoinitiators and nanofillers in absorbing the 

the light results in low reactivity and poor mechanical, not allowing the 3D printing process. 

Finally, several objects with a complex design were printed in 3D by adjusting their mechanical 

properties and magnetic responses to probe different kind of magnetic-controlled movements: i) 

rolling, ii) translation, iii) stretching, iv) shape-shifting and v) folding / unfolding. 

This study goes in the direction to implement the light-driven printing techniques for the 

fabrication of high resolution magneto-responsive 3D objects. The possibility to combine the 

definition associated to the DLP with higher loads of magnetic nanofillers, opens the way to the 

downscaling of the printing of magneto-responsive items with at the end a board palette of 

advanced applications ranging from soft-robotics to bio-medicine, from pharmaceutics to flexible 

electronics. 
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